soundBuds
Wireless Sport Earphones

soundBuds
Lightweight, wireless
in-ear sport earphones
with charging case
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Product Information:
soundBuds are the perfect partner for anyone who enjoys music at the gym, outdoors, running, cycling, in fact
any activity you might get up to. With no cabling or external controls, your movement is not compromised in any
way thanks to Bluetooth and True Wireless Stereo connectivity. With a clever soft hook system, the soundBuds
fit securely, but comfortably into the ears. Three interchangeable sizes ensure you get the best fit. No matter
how active you are, soundBuds stay locked in your ears.
And because it’s Cyrus you know that soundBuds have been tuned for superior audio, with extra definition and
detail helping to provide another level of musical motivation.
Stay mobile with the compact storage case. This stores your soundBuds safely whilst charging them from the
built-in battery, giving you up to 8 hours cumulative play time until you need to find a power source.
The engineering challenge was to design a product that was light enough not to hinder the wearer in any way,
whilst providing outstanding audio performance. To that end, soundBuds use a small 5.8mm double layer
polymer speaker driver with the most powerful Neodymium magnets available.

soundBuds features and benefits:
Bluetooth V4.2 connection and True Wireless
Stereo (TWS)
Wireless connection to your phone and automatic wireless
connection between left and right buds.

Secure but comfortable fitting
The soft hoops of the soundBuds twist gently to give a
secure but comfortable fit in your ears. Perfect for the active
listener. Three size options are supplied to optimise for
variations in ear sizes. To remove just un-twist.

Charging case for portable charging
soundBuds will play for up to three hours before re-charging
is necessary. The compact storage case includes batteries
with enough capacity to fully re-charge the soundBuds
three times without any requirement to connect to an
external power source. The case can be re-charged at your
convenience.

Sweat-proof
IPX5 rating means no matter how much you sweat,
soundBuds keep going. You can even run in the rain..

Small and lightweight
Weighing in at 4.5g, the soundBuds are light and
unobtrusive in your ears.

10m operational range
No need to carry your mobile! With a 10 metre (free
air) range your mobile can stay in your bag or top
while you exercise.

Never miss a call
soundBuds include a hands-free microphone so you
will never miss that important call when listening to
your favourite tracks.

Cyrus audio products are designed and supported at our
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Soft hooks, supplied in
three sizes
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Bluetooth status LED

Control buttons for
play, pause, next and previous track

soundBuds Specifications

Bluetooth V4.2 HFP V1.7, HSP V1.2
A2DP V1.3 ACRCP V1.6

10m

Standby time approximately 80 hours

4.5g

Range up to 10m in free air

Light weight, only 4.5g per ear

Talk time approximately 3 hours

Charging case incorporates a 400mAh
battery for up to 3 x re-charges

Playing time up to 3 hours playing time
(depending on volume and music
content)

Built-in microphone for hands-free calls

Water resistant (IPX5 rating)
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